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Abstract—A uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) 
solution is developed for the canonical problem of the electromag-
netic (EM) scattering by an electrically large circular cylinder 
with a uniform impedance boundary condition (IBC), when it 
is illuminated by an obliquely incident high frequency plane 
wave. A solution to this canonical problem is first constructed 
in terms of an exact formulation involving a radially propa-
gating eigenfunction expansion. The latter is converted into a 
circumferentially propagating eigenfunction expansion suited for 
large cylinders, via the Watson transform, which is expressed 
as an integral that is subsequently evaluated asymptotically, for 
high frequencies, in a uniform manner. The resulting solution 
is then expressed in the desired UTD ray form. This solution is 
uniform in the sense that it has the important property that it 
remains continuous across the transition region on either side 
of the surface shadow boundary. Outside the shadow boundary 
transition region it recovers the purely ray optical incident and 
reflected ray fields on the deep lit side of the shadow boundary 
and to the modal surface diffracted ray fields on the deep 
shadow side. The scattered field is seen to have a cross-polarized 
component due to the coupling between the TE¡. and TM¡. 
waves (where z is the cylinder axis) resulting from the IBC. Such 
cross-polarization vanishes for normal incidence on the cylinder, 
and also in the deep lit region for oblique incidence where it 
properly reduces to the geometrical optics (GO) or ray optical 
solution. This UTD solution is shown to be very accurate by a 
numerical comparison with an exact reference solution. 
Index Terms—Approximation methods, cylinders, uniform 
theory of diffraction, impedance boundary conditions, scattering, 
surface waves. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) is developed in this paper for analyzing the canonical 
problem of electromagnetic (EM) scattering by an electrically 
large circular cylinder with a uniform surface impedance 
boundary condition (IBC), when it is illuminated by an 
obliquely incident plane wave field in the high frequency 
regime. The construction of a UTD solution for this canonical 
problem is crucial for the development of a corresponding 
UTD solution for the more general case of diffraction of an 
arbitrary ray optical field when it is incident on an arbitrary 
smooth convex surface with a uniform IBC, via the principle 
of the localization of high frequency fields, as discussed by 
Pathak et al. in [1] for the convex surface which is a perfect 
electric conductor (PEC). The subsequent generalization of 
the canonical asymptotic solution developed here, to treat the 
scattering by an arbitrary smooth convex surface with an IBC 
via the UTD, will be discussed in a separate paper because of 
length considerations. 
The canonical UTD solution studied here and its gene-
ralization to treat large convex surfaces of non constant 
curvature, with an IBC, are of current and future interest, 
for predicting the EM scattering by locally smooth convex 
parts of highly metallic structures with a material coating, 
or by a lossy metallic surfaces, as for example in aerospace, 
maritime and automotive applications. One notes that a thin 
coating of absorbing material is often used for isolating wave 
interactions/coupling between a pair of antennas on convex 
metallic surfaces, or for controlling the scattering by such 
electrically large locally convex structures (e.g. parts of an 
aircraft). The above applications provide relevance to a study 
of the problem such as that considered in this paper. The UTD 
ray approach is a natural one for dealing with these type of 
problems in the high frequency regime. Actually, the UTD 
approach is not only highly efficient but most importantly 
it provides a vivid physical picture for the mechanisms of 
scattering and radiation. Indeed, a complex structure can be 
decomposed into its simpler component scattering events such 
as edges, smooth convex surfaces, tips, etc. Then, the UTD ray 
fields, describing the interaction of an arbitrary incident ray 
optical field with such geometrical features, can be superposed 
at an observation point to then obtain the desired scattered field 
from that complex object [2]. 
The physical picture for the radiation and scattering pro-
vided by the UTD ray approach is extremely valuable for 
engineering design; no other method appears to provide such 
information directly. It is noted that the UTD is a uniform 
version of Keller's original geometrical theory of diffraction 
(GTD) [3], [4]. The GTD was introduced in the 1950s by 
Keller to systematically describe diffraction, for the first time, 
in terms of rays more than a century after an initial attempt by 
Thomas Young. However, the GTD formulation, being purely 
optical, fails at and near ray optical shadow boundaries where 
the GTD fields become singular, since the fields cannot remain 
purely ray optical therein. The UTD removes this singularity 
and it automatically recovers the purely ray optical behavior of 
the GTD outside the transition region adjacent to the shadow 
boundary. The extent of the transition region, where the fields 
cannot remain purely ray optical, is inversely proportional to 
the electrical radius of the convex surface at the point of 
grazing incidence [1]. 
It is noted that there has been some related work reported 
previously in the literature. In particular, Kim and Wang [5] 
provided a UTD solution for the EM scattering by a circular 
cylinder to simulate a thin lossy material coating for the 
special two dimensional (2-D) situation corresponding to wave 
illumination normal to the cylinder. Also, Senior and Volakis 
[6] have reported a similar solution that is valid everywhere 
sufficiently far away from the surface of a circular cylinder 
with an IBC for the 2-D case at normal incidence. Both, the 
previous works in [5], [6], develop their solution via a direct 
generalization of the work by Pathak [7] for the corresponding 
PEC circular cylinder restricted to the case of normal incidence 
(2-D). Another UTD solution for the scattering by a circular 
cylinder with an IBC, again in 2-D, was presented in [8]; this 
solution has a different form than the ones in [5], [6]. Other 
asymptotic solutions, valid also for three dimensional (3-D) 
cases, which deal with problems of surface fields excited by 
sources only when they are placed directly on an IBC circular 
cylinder are available in [9], [10]. In contrast, the present work 
is valid for the case of a source not near the cylinder, and is in 
a form which can be generalized to treat a fully 3-D convex 
surface with an IBC when it is illuminated by an arbitrary ray 
optical field incident from an arbitrary direction. Additional 
papers, which provide some discussion on the nature and 
validity of the IBC, may be found in [11]—[14]. 
It is important to note that while a simple relation exists 
between the UTD solution for normal incidence with that 
for oblique incidence with a PEC boundary condition, there 
is no such direct relationship in the IBC case. Hence, it is 
not possible to provide a simple and direct generalization of 
the 2-D scattering solution for normal incidence to obtain the 
corresponding 3-D solution valid for oblique incidence in the 
case of an IBC circular cylinder. The reason for the latter 
results from the fact that even though the illumination may 
be purely TEZ or TMZ type, the scattered fields are always 
a combination of both TEZ and TMZ wave types in the case 
of oblique incidence for the IBC cylinder. Such coupling of 
TEZ and TMZ waves is obviously a consequence of the IBC; 
in particular, the IBC on the surface couples one wave type 
to another. Here, z is the axis of the circular cylinder. This 
coupling creates cross-polarized field components which are 
not present in the 2-D case. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes 
the exact eigenfunction series solution corresponding to the 
canonical problem at hand, which is the starting point of the 
asymptotic UTD solution development. In section III the UTD 
solution is explicitly developed for the shadow and the lit 
regions individually. Section IV presents several numerical 
results for the scattered field for an IBC circular cylinder. 
Finally, some conclusions are drawn and discussed in section 
V. An ejuJt time dependence for the EM fields is assumed and 
suppressed throughout this paper. 
II. EIGENFUNCTION SOLUTION 
A TMZ or TEZ polarized EM plane wave is obliquely 
incident on an infinitely long impedance circular cylinder with 
an angle 6l, as shown in Fig. 1, and the scattered field is to 
(a) Side view. (b) Bottom view. 
Fig. 1. Plane wave at oblique incidence on an infinitely long impedance 
circular cylinder. 
be calculated at an observation point P. It is assumed that the 
medium external to the cylinder is free space. The incident 
field can be described in cylindrical coordinates as 
Ui(p,4>,z) = U0 (pSina-ZCOSa) e ¿*o(*s ina+pcos¿cosa) 
(1) 
where k0 = uj^/poso is the wave number in free space, U0 is 
the field amplitude and Ul represents either the 6l incident 
electric or the magnetic field for the TMZ or TEZ cases, 
respectively. 
One notes that 0l = psina — ¿cosa. Also, the incident 
wave arrives on the cylinder along the direction specified by 
the pair of angles (6\ </>*), where dl = ^ - a and dl represents 
the polar angle while </>* is the azimuthal angle. With no loss 
of generality, </>* = 0 is assumed here for convenience. The z 
components of the incident field are given by 
E\ = z-tJ\ for the TMZ case; (2a) 
HÍ = z-Ü\ for the TEZ case. (2b) 
It is noted that Hl has no z component for the TMZ case, 
while El has no z component for the TEZ case. 
It is useful at this junction to introduce TMZ and TEZ 
potentials in terms of which one may express the desired 
EM fields in a systematic and complete fashion. One notes 
that a TMZ polarized incident field creates a TMZ and a 
TEZ polarized scattered field, and likewise, a TEZ polarized 
incident field also creates both, a TEZ and TMZ scattered 
field. Both types of field are required to satisfy the IBC. Thus, 
the wave solution must contain both TMZ and TEZ field types. 
Let the potentials A™, F™, FjE and A^E be defined as 
follows [15]: 
. For the TMZ incident field case: A™ = zA™, 
F™ = zF™ and 
ÉÍ = V x A^M + —*—V x V x PJM- (3a) 
ÉÍ = - V x PJM + -*—V x V x A^M (3b) 
where the TMZ type EM fields are produced by Á^M 
and the TEZ type EM fields are produced by FZM. 
For the TEZ incident field case: F?E = zF^E, A^E = 
zATE and 
Ho = V x A ATE 
1 
En -V x PTE 
3upo 
1 
3^£o 
-V x V x F^E; (4a) 
V x V x A^E (4b) 
where the TEZ type EM fields are produced by FZE and 
the TMZ type EM fields are produced by A%E. 
The total EM fields (E, H) are therefore given by 
E — E\ + Ei; H — Hi + i/2 (5) 
One can show that the potentials satisfy the same wave 
equation as the EM fields [15], namely 
(V 2 k2o) 
j¡TM 
pTE 
0 (6) 
and similarly for [Á^E;Fj'M), external to the cylinder (i.e. 
for p > b). Since the incident plane wave exhibits an ejk*z 
type behavior with kz = k0 sin a, it is clear that all fields and 
potentials must also satisfy the same ejk*z behavior (this fact 
will follow directly once the boundary conditions are imposed; 
here this eventual fact is imposed a priori for convenience). 
Moreover, the plane wave &j ko p cos 0 cos a can be represented 
in terms of cylindrical waves by using the relation [15] 
ajx COS if) _ 
= J2 Jne-Jn^Jn(x) (7) 
where Jn(x) is the cylindrical Bessel function of order n. 
Thus, one may express the potentials as follows 
where 
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ko cos a. 
The potentials must also satisfy appropriate boundary con-
ditions; the latter are determined from the EM boundary 
conditions where the EM fields are first expressed in terms 
of potentials. The field scattered by the cylinder satisfies the 
outgoing wave radiation condition, and the total field satisfies 
the uniform IBC on the cylinder. The IBC can be expressed 
as given by Leontovich [16]: 
p x É = Zsp x (p x H) 
\P=b 
(10) 
where Zs is the uniform surface impedance. This boundary 
condition can be written in terms of E-z = Ez and H-z = Hz, 
along with 
Ez 
eJk*zz Y^ jne-jn,t' 
n= — 00 
Ez 
H7. 
(11) 
as follows: 
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(12a) 
(12b) 
f1 is the surface impedance normalized with where A s 
respect to Z0 = y- = J j 1 , namely to the characteristic 
impedance in free space. Then, the electric and magnetic 
vector potentials for p > b are expressed in the spectral domain 
in terms of Hankel functions: 
pTE 
An A
n H^{kt0P)\ (13a) 
pTM 
*- z 
ATE 3-«Í0 
Hi2)(ktoP) (13b) 
where n is the azimuthal wave number, kz = k0 sin a is the 
axial wave number and kt0 = k0 cos a is the transverse wave 
number in free space. In the impedance cylinder problem, as in 
the dielectric-coated one, the scattered field contains not only 
fields with the same polarization as the incident wave but also 
the orthogonal polarization, which is a necessary condition to 
fulfill the boundary conditions, as stated earlier (i.e. both TMZ 
and TEZ polarized fields are present). Thus, vector potentials 
in (13b) are included to provide the coupled field components 
with an orthogonal polarization. Superscripts in the vector 
potentials in (13) indicate the TMZ or TEZ type of incident 
field polarization. 
By solving the system of equations established by the IBC 
in (12), the coefficients appearing in (13) are given by 
An A
n 
At 
r^n 
FnNn 
GnMn 
^ HPiktoQHPiktob) 
%) ( i t fW))' 
(14a) 
A„ — -2j<?c 
Trmtktob 
(14b) 
where the coupled coefficients C™ e are independent of the 
incident field polarization and can be described with one 
coefficient Acn, where m and e superscripts are thus replaced 
by c. Also, 
Fn 
Mn 
= HW'(ktob) 
= H^'(ktob) 
1 
mt 
1 
mt 
qe 
Qm 
qe 
Qm 
HW(ktob) (15a) 
H$p(ktob) (15b) 
with H„ ' (z) and H„ ''(z) being the cylindrical Hankel 
functions of first and second kind, respectively, and their first 
derivatives with respect to their argument. It is noted that 
—jmtAs cosa 
-jmtAs cosa 
qc{n,kz) = -jmt-—-sin a ktob 
(16a) 
(16b) 
(16c) 
The above quantities appear in (14) and (15). And it is also 
noted that the factor mt = ( ^ ) . 
It is useful to study the following limiting cases. When the 
incident plane wave strikes the cylinder at normal incidence 
(a —> 0°), one reduces to the 2-D case, yielding 
lim qc(n,kz) = 0 . 
Also, it is obvious for normal incidence that: 
(17) 
1 
3: 
Y0 
Zo 
Jk*z. 
2km 
dv\Hi1\ktoP) + K At Hi
2)(kt0P) 
E< -ji/((f>+2irn-%) E< 2> + 2_ e 
0 
- jV(-0+27rn- f ) (20a) 
kto 
jkzz dvAcvUf\ktop)-
y^e-J>(0+2irn-f) y^ e - J^ ( -0+2™-f) (20b) 
\n=0 n=0 ) ) 
where n above in (20) must not be confused with the azimuthal 
wave number, introduced in (7) and (8); here it represents the 
contribution to the scattered field from the diffraction of the 
n-th surface (creeping) ray encirclement around the cylinder. 
A. Deep Shadow Region and Creeping Waves 
For observation points in the deep shadow region the inte-
gral in (20) can be evaluated via the Cauchy Residue theorem 
leading to a residue series, which is known to converge rapidly 
in terms of the creeping wave modes. Thus, for a given value 
of n encirclements: 
lim A™ = 
Hil)'{ktob) + ^Hil\kt0b) 
(ktob) mr(ktob) + ^m (2) 
lim At = 
lim At =0 
HÍ1]'(ktob)+ ^-HÍ1) (ktob) 
(ktob) H^'(ktob) + %H, (2) 
(18a) 
(18b) 
(18c) 
Thus, at normal incidence the orthogonal polarization is not 
excited. The impedance cylinder formulation also recovers the 
PEC case when the surface impedance As —> 0, and therefore 
lim A" 
lim At = 
H^jktpb) 
HÍ2)(kt0b) 
H^'(ktob) 
HP'(ktob) 
(19a) 
(19b) 
The factors in (16) play an important role in the dependence 
of the fields on the surface impedance. Thus, qm and qe 
describes the TM and TE creeping waves, respectively, which 
in the 3-D case (a =é 0°) are coupled through the qc factor. 
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(21b) 
corresponding to the residues from the p poles. Here, surface 
diffracted rays are continuously shed along the forward tangent 
to the creeping rays which traverse geodesic paths on the cylin-
der after being launched at the point of grazing incidence. In 
(21), which represents the potentials for the surface diffracted 
ray fields, s is the distance from the shedding point Qa¡b to the 
observation point in the shadow region Ps, as in Fig. 2, and 
the sign + corresponds to a clockwise creeping or surface ray 
and a sign - to a counterclockwise surface ray, when looking 
at a top view of the cylinder. Note that the corresponding ± 
signs on t and £ are not included on the right side only for 
convenience of notation. The following Fock substitution has 
been applied [18]: 
III. UTD WITH IBC FORMULATION 
By applying the Watson Transformation [17] one transforms 
the discrete variable n into a continuous variable v. Thus, (13) 
becomes in the v domain the following: 
v = hob + mtT (22) 
before evaluating (20) via the residue theorem. The coeffi-
cients £>™'e and D° are the TM/TE and coupled diffraction 
coefficients, respectively, defined as 
Dm,e = _JJH_ / ^ e _ W 4 e - ¿ (^ ) 2 EiM^! ÍZ£) 
p
 cos a \ kn W2(rp) Dw(rp) 
(23a) 
P c o s a V k0 [W2{TP)}2 DW{TP) 
(23b) 
with the coefficients 
B™'e(r) = [RW2 - qeim] [RW1 - qmie] + q2c(r) (24a) 
DW(T) = R'W2 [{Ru>2 - qm) + {RW2 - qe)\ + 
+ 2qc(T)q'c(T) (24b) 
where 
p _ W{t2(r) 
Wl
-
2
 Wh2(r) 
R-,,, \-tiWl2 
(25a) 
(25b) 
One notes that W1¡2(T) and W[2{T) are Fock-type Airy 
functions and their derivatives with respect to their argument 
T. The Airy differential equation W2(T) — TW2(T) = 0 has 
been used to calculate (25b). 
The complex propagation factors of each p-th creeping wave 
mode are defined by 
g-j 'fcotg-apt (26) 
with the mode attenuation factor (arising from the shedding) 
given by 
. mt cos a 
otp =3 ^ TP . (27) 
The factors qmfi are defined in (16a) and (16b), respectively, 
and qc and its derivative with respect to T are expressed as 
QC(T) = -jmt Í 1 + 
1C(T) = -Jo—sma 2mt 
2m? (28a) 
(28b) 
Moreover, TP is the p-th root of the transcendental equation 
\Wi{r) - qeW2{T)} \Wi{r) - qmW2(r)} + 
+ ql(r)[W2(r)]2=0 (29) 
which corresponds to the Watson type creeping wave poles 
and also the surface wave poles on the impedance cylinder. 
It is noted that only the Watson type creeping wave modes 
remain if the surface impedance vanishes (corresponding to the 
PEC case), while the surface wave mode constitutes the type 
of bound wave which propagates on the impedance surface 
if the cylinder radius becomes infinitely large or is a planar 
surface. Due to finite radius of the cylinder, the surface wave 
mode in the present case also sheds energy along the forward 
(a) Side view. 
Ps *£-. 
(b) Bottom view. With ip = c o s - 1 ( - ) . 
Fig. 2. Ray paths for an observation point in the shadow region. 
tangent. The parameter t = ^f^, defined as the length of the 
surface ray after the n-th encirclement around the cylinder, 
and £ = mtS^, where S^ is the angle described by t, given 
by 
<£ ±4> + 2im • (30) 
as depicted in Fig. 2(b). Thus, n = 0 together with the sign + 
is the first ray field contribution in the shadow region (shortest 
ray path), and n = 1 together with the sign - is the second 
surface ray, while n = 0 together with the sign - is non-
physically realizable because 6^ must be a positive angle. 
The exponential term e ° v 2 u s ' is a phase correction factor 
introduced by [8], for improved accuracy when the observation 
point comes close to the cylinder surface, where 
(31) 
In the shadow region, the fields can be expressed invariantly 
in terms of a unit vector triad (i, n, b) which are fixed in 
the surface geodesic ray, as is shown in Fig. 2(a). Thus, the 
scattered field for the n-th ray field contribution can be written 
in a compact way in terms of a ray fixed coordinate system 
as 
É^{Pa)~&{Q').T 
-jk0s (32) 
where Et{Q'ab) is the incident electric field at the point of 
grazing on the cylinder, denoted as the launching point Q'ab, 
and T is a dyadic transfer function which relates the field 
diffracted from Qa¡b to the field incident at Q'a b, expressed as 
P=i 
b'hDt i'bDl - ñ'ñDp ] e -(aP+jk0)t 
(33) 
The total scattered field in the shadow region is given by 
the contributions of all creeping or surface ray contributions. 
Typically, only the dominant ray paths n+ = 0 and n~ = 1 are 
retained for sufficiently large radii cylinders; all other multiply 
encircling rays contribute negligibly in this case. 
The location of poles on the complex r-plane consists in 
searching for the roots of the transcendental equation in (29), 
which is of the same form whether a TMZ or a TEZ incident 
field is considered. The method proposed starts by calculating 
the uncoupled zeros of the TMZ and TEZ modes, upon setting 
the coupling factor qc = 0 and by finding separately the roots 
of 
W¿(T) - qm,eW2(T) = 0 (34) 
using as initial guesses the zeros of the corresponding PEC 
case, which are the zeros of the Airy functions Ai(Te_J'27r/3) 
and Ai'(Te-i27</3) for a TMZ and a TEZ incident field, 
respectively, tabulated in [19]. Then, it is next possible to find 
the roots for the transcendental equation in (29), but now with 
the coupling factor qc =¿ 0, setting as initial guesses the ones 
calculated previously. The root finding can be done through 
Newton-Raphson's method [19]. Zeros of (34) can also be 
determined numerically by using the procedure in [20], [21], 
but they may miss one root corresponding to when a surface 
wave pole is present in addition to the Watson modes. The 
surface wave mode is often referred to as the Elliot mode in 
the literature. 
B. Shadow Part of Transition Region 
The creeping wave or surface diffracted wave contribution 
given by the residue (or modal) series in (21) converges rapidly 
only in the deep shadow. Their convergence is extremely 
poor as the observer point moves into the transition region 
around the shadow boundary. For the aforementioned reason, it 
becomes important to express (20) within the transition region 
in terms of appropriate expressions with good convergence, 
as shown next. One begins with the representations in (20) 
which are exact. Using once more the transformation of (22) 
again into (20) and introducing the Fock-type Airy functions 
Wlt2(r) and W[2{T) as done earlier, one arrives at integral 
representations that are valid in the shadow part of the transi-
tion region. Furthermore, for sufficiently large cylinders these 
representations also reduce uniformly to the creeping wave 
modes (via Cauchy residue theorem) as in (21) for the deep 
shadow region characterized by £ > 0. Hence, it is sufficient 
to use the shadow side transition region expressions given 
below in (36) even within the deep shadow. In particular, one 
can easily verify that for an observation point in the shadow 
part of the transition region, the vector potentials are those in 
(21) but now with T replaced by TUTD, where TUTD is found 
to be: 
%TD = (b'bDm + b'ñDc + ñ'bDc + ñ'ñDe^j e-jkot (35) 
where the "uniform" diffraction coefficients, valid everywhere 
in the shadow region right up to the shadow boundary, are 
L*m,.p. 
cosa 
1 
, - W 4 . 
{l-F[kt0L~a])+Pm^,r) 
.2 AC 
cosa y «o 
(36a) 
(36b) 
in which F [kt0La] contains a Fresnel integral, as in the 
transition function of [22], and the geometrical parameters 
L = seos a and a r. The integrals Pm,e(£, T) and 
PC(£,T) are the TM/TE and coupled Pekeris functions [7], 
respectively, given by 
Pn,e(£,T) 1 dre-^T AZ>\T) 
OO 
(37a) 
(37b) 
with coefficients A™'e(r) and ACW{T) expressed in (38), where 
V{T) and V'{T) is a Fock-type Airy function and its derivative, 
defined by 2jV(r) = W^T) - W2{T). 
The scattered field everywhere in the shadow region can be 
written as in (32) with T therein now replaced by TUTD. 
The integration path for the functions Pm,e{í, T) and 
Pc(£, T) in (37) is deformed where Airy functions decay most 
rapidly, as is shown in Fig. 3. These Pekeris integrals are 
solved numerically through a Gauss quadrature, although there 
are alternative quadrature methods as in [23] or as proposed 
in [8]. 
Re(x) 
Fig. 3. Integration path for Pekeris integrals Pm,e(£,i") and PC(Z,T) on 
the complex r-plane. 
Acw(r) 
WW ~ qe,mW2(T)} [V'(T) - qm,eV(T)} + ql{T)W2{r)V{i 
WW ~ qeW2(r)} [W>(T) - qmW2(r)} + q^r) [W2(r)f 
-3<1C(T) 
[W>(T) - qeW2(r)} [W>(T) - qmW2(r)} + q^r) [W2(r)f 
(38a) 
(38b) 
C. Lit Part of Transition Region 
For observation points in the lit region, the residue series 
for the first terms in (20) does not converge. Of course, one 
must resort to the exact solution of (20) and then evaluate 
it differently in the lit region. The details are essentially the 
same as in [7] for the PEC case and are hence not repeated 
here. For the lit side, one can show that the vector potentials 
for the direct and reflected incident ray field contributions are 
eJkzZeJktopcos<p_ 
e: =e, xs' 
jj^TM 
FTE 
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kto 
_i_
 eJktobcos/3 
\ Yn 1 
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 Z
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ffi + / cos a. (39a) 
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jktobcos {Í 
Re 
P< ,—jkol 
fp + / cos a 
(39b) 
where / is the ray distance from the surface reflected point 
QR and the observation point P¿, and the angle ¡3 is indicated 
in Fig. 4(b); p1 = bco2si3 is the reflected ray caustic distance 
to the point of reflection; and Rm,e and Rc are the TM/TE and 
coupled reflection coefficients, respectively, defined by 
Rn 
4 - í '3 • ,, 
2A£ 
Re 
7(í-F[ktoL'ñ'})+Pmie(e,T) (40a) 
(40b) 
with the parameter £' = —2mtcos[3, and the geometrical 
parameters L' = I cos a and a' = 2 cos2 ¡3. The first term in 
(39a) on the right is the incident wave potential; the second 
term is the potential associated with the reflected wave. The 
term in (39b) is the coupled or cross-polar component of the 
reflected wave. 
It is of interest to examine (39) for the deep lit region; in 
particular, one needs to verify if (39) recover the geometrical 
optics (GO) field description which becomes valid therein. To 
this end, one first notes that the deep lit region is characterized 
by £' <C 0. For the deep lit side, it is observed that the Pekeris 
function Pm,e{í', T) is defined as in (37a), and is well behaved 
for £' <C 0; but for the coupled Pekeris integral P C *(£ ' ,T) 
the function in (37b) does not work properly in the deep lit 
region, because the main contributions there come from the 
saddle point vs = A;i06sin/3, which is far from the transition 
(b) Bottom view. 
Fig. 4. Ray paths for an observation point in the lit region. 
region, where the Watson's representation of Hankel functions 
[24] fail. On the other hand, Olver's asymptotic formulas [24] 
are used here for the Hankel functions in the coefficient Acn in 
(14b). Moreover, the large argument asymptotic approximation 
for the Hankel functions [19] when used in (20) also fails, 
and, therefore, Debye's formulas [25] are applied instead. The 
integration path is deformed as indicated in Fig. 5, where the 
path is bent at rd = -2m 2 , which corresponds with a value 
v = 0, ensuring that the saddle point is crossed along the 
integration path and also provides a fast convergence. Thus, 
Pc (£'>T) becomes, with these choices, the following: 
P C *(£ ' ,T) = -±= I dT e-J2 f c t o ( ¡coío+ tcoS«e jK^-0)^(T) ; 
) 
(41) 
where v is related to T through the Fock substitution in (22), 
[W2 '(K2) - n\qeW2{K2)] [W2 '(K2) - K\qmW2{K2))] + K\ql{r) [W2(K2)f 
and Acw (T) is expressed in (42), where 
«2(r) = ^ 2 / 3 C(r ) , (43b) 
with functions C(r) and 7(7-) defined as in [24]. Further 
approximations to the Fock-type function in (41) are not 
directly possible. 
z=-2mf 
/^120° 
/ 
LIm(T) 
\ 
V 
> 
k Rety 
poles 
^--Stokes line 
Fig. 5. Integration path for Pekeris integral Pc*(g',r) on the complex r-
plane. 
Then, the scattered field in the lit region can be written 
in a compact way in terms a ray fixed coordinate system, as 
indicated in Fig. 4(a), as given by 
É(PL) ~ E\PL) + Ei(QR) R J—-P e~*k°l (44) 
V p' + I cos a 
where Et{PL) is the incident field at an observation point PL 
and Et{Q_R) is the incident field on the surface reflected point 
QR, and R is the dyadic reflection function which defines the 
reflection at QR, namely: 
I = é\ é\Rm + éL e\Rc + é\ eLRc + éL eLRe . (45) 
The unit vector éj_ is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, 
whereas the unit vectors el and éj¡ are in the plane of 
incidence, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Finally, it is seen that in 
the deep lit region (£' <C 0), R —> eleJ,Rm + e\_e\_Re (i.e. 
Rc —> 0), where Rm,e reduce uniformly to the GO reflection at 
a locally planar boundary with IBC. For numerical calculation 
it is thus recommended to use (44) in the deep lit region and 
in the lit part of the transition region all the way to the shadow 
boundary. It is thus important to note that (41) should be used 
instead of (37b). 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To assess the accuracy of the UTD-based asymptotic so-
lution some numerical results are given. Fig. 6-9 show the 
scattered field on an IBC circular cylinder. The UTD solution 
is compared with the corresponding exact eigenfunction series 
solution and the non uniform GTD solution. Note that the 
GTD solution is that which employs (23) for the deep shadow, 
and (46) for the deep lit region as discussed above. The 
GTD is not valid in the transition region around the shadow 
boundary. The UTD solution is valid even within the shadow 
boundary transition region. A very good agreement is met 
and, as expected, UTD remains valid within the transition 
region, where GTD fails. Some differences are seen for the 
coupled field (E± and E\\ for a TMZ and a TEZ incident 
field polarization, respectively) at very low field level. 
In the shadow region, at least six poles (or six creeping 
wave modes) are required for the series of (33) to converge. 
For the IBC cylinder, the creeping wave poles (which pertain 
to Watson modes) are tightly confined close to the Stokes line 
and surface wave poles (which pertain to Elliot modes) appear 
close to the real axis [26]. The Stokes line defines a boundary 
because when it is crossed the asymptotic behavior of the 
Hankel function changes, and the Stokes line is located in the 
fourth quadrant of the complex T-plane with an approximate 
angle of -60° from the real T axis. The creeping wave poles 
are highly attenuated along the azimuthal direction, while 
surface waves experience a lower attenuation rate along </> 
direction and appear only if the surface impedance is inductive 
[27]. The presence of the Elliot mode may mean the necessity 
to add multiple encirclements around the cylinder [8], but in 
the IBC cylinder examples shown in this section only the first 
and second ray modes are enough regardless the incident field 
polarization. These rays are drawn in Fig. 2. In the lit region, 
besides the incident and reflected ray field contributions, the 
second creeping ray mode around the cylinder is included, as 
seen in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 10 shows a comparison between the GTD and UTD 
reflection coefficients as a function of the variable £' for an 
impedance circular cylinder. It is observed that far from the 
transition region UTD recovers the GTD solution accurately. 
Fig. 10(c) depicts the coupled reflection coefficient and how 
the coupled Pekeris function PC(£,T) in (37b) works in the 
transition region but does not recover properly the GTD 
reflection coefficient in the deep lit region. Nevertheless, the 
improved coupled Pekeris integral P*(^,T) in (41) behaves 
very well whether in the transition region or in the deep lit 
region. Furthermore, it is shown that the coupled reflection 
coefficient is zero at </> = 0°, as expected. 
The aforementioned GTD reflection coefficients are ex-
pressed as 
„ _ (jmt cos/3 - qe¡m) (-jmt cos/3 - qmfi) + g2c(vs) 
m
'
e
 (jmt cos/3 - qe) (jmt cos/3 - qm) + q%(vs) 
(46a) 
(jmt cos¡3 - qe) {jmt cos¡3 - qm) + q2c{vs) 
where vs = ktobsm/3 is the saddle point. 
-Eigenfunction 
••GTD 
-UTD 
(a) 20iOfl(|E|,|) (dB). (a) 20iOfl(|E|,|) {dB). 
(b) 20log(\E±\) {dB). 
Fig. 6. Scattered field as a function of <j>, for a TMZ incident plane wave 
on an impedance circular cylinder with As = 0.25j, a = 20°, kob = 20 
and hop = 50. 
(b) 20log(\E±\) {dB). 
Fig. 7. Scattered field as a function of <j>, for a TEZ incident plane wave on 
an impedance circular cylinder with As = 0.25j, a = 30°, kob = 20 and 
kop = 50. 
V. CONCLUSION 
A new UTD-based asymptotic solution for scattering on 
an impedance circular cylinder illuminated by an obliquely 
incident EM plane wave is introduced. This UTD solution 
uniformly reduces to the GTD-based asymptotic solution out-
side the shadow boundary transition region, as it should. In 
the limit case when the surface impedance As —> 0, for both 
a TEZ and a TMZ incident field, the PEC case is recovered. 
In this three dimensional problem the TEZ and TMZ fields 
are both present due to coupling at the IBC cylinder. This 
coupled scattered field has a lower amplitude than the non-
coupled one, and it tends to disappear as the incident plane 
wave approaches normal incidence (a —> 0°). In accordance 
with the last property, it is thus noted that the UTD reflection 
coefficient for the coupled field component is negligible in the 
deep lit region. 
Multiple encirclements are not needed for large cylinders 
even though the Elliot mode is present. Thus, first and second 
surface or creeping ray encirclements are included in the 
shadow region, and direct and reflected rays along with the 
second creeping ray contribution are used in the lit region. 
To effectively use the formulation presented in this work for 
dielectric-coated metallic structures, a proper characterization 
of the surface impedance is needed, where it must depend on 
the problem geometry and the IBC properties. An effective 
IBC for thin dielectric coatings will be treated in a separate 
paper. 
The scattering results for the impedance cylinder show a 
very good agreement between the UTD method and the exact 
eigenfunction series solution. 
APPENDIX 
A. Reduction of the UTD Solution to the Limiting Case of a 
PEC Circular Cylinder at Normal Incidence 
Limiting expressions for the Pekeris integrals in (37) and 
(41) at normal incidence a = 0° and for a PEC circular 
cylinder As = 0 are given by 
(a) 20log(\EA) (dB). (a) 20log{\EA) (dB). 
(b) 20log(\E±\) (dB). (b) 20log(\E±\) (dB). 
Fig. 8. Scattered field as a function of <f>, for a TMZ incident plane wave Fig. 9. Scattered field as a function of <f>, for a TE Z incident plane wave 
on an impedance circular cylinder with As = 1.5j, a = 40°, kob = 25 and on an impedance circular cylinder with As = 1.5j, a = 50°, kob = 25 and 
kop = 75. kop = 75. 
lim Pm(£T) = —T= 
lim PJ£,T) = -= 
lim P C ( £ , T ) = 0 
lim PC*(£,T) = 0 . 
Wfr 
(47a) 
(47b) 
(47c) 
E{PL)^EÍ{PL)-EÍ{QR) e J 12 e - J ' T / 4 . 
2AC 7(í-F[k0L'á'}) + Pm^',r) 
P
 c-jk0l 
~p1 + 1 
(49) 
in the lit region, which is the solution for a PEC circular 
(47d) cylinder at normal incidence given in [7]. 
Then, the UTD scattered field given by (32) and (44) as 
a —> 0° and As —> 0 is written as 
P±(P) ~ -E^Q'^m^-e-^e-^-
1
 {l-F[k0L~a]) + Pm^,T)Xe—7^- (48) 
.2 AC 
in the shadow region, and 
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